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I. I NTRODUCTION

This note discusses the impact of RTT scaling in the pro-
posed H-TCP modifications to the additive increase element of
the TCP AIMD congestion control algorithm [1]. To provide
a baseline for comparison, we first detail some fundamental
characteristics of both the standard TCP algorithm and the
basic H-TCP algorithm without RTT scaling. The impact
of RTT scaling is then discussed. Since the proposed H-
TCP modifications are to the AIMD component of the TCP
congestion control algorithm, leaving changes to slow start as
a separate issue, our focus in this document is primarily on
the behaviour of long-lived flows.

II. STANDARD TCP

In outline, the standard TCP congestion control algorithm
updates the congestion windowcwnd according to an Additive
Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) control law. In the
congestion avoidance phase, when a sourcei receives a TCP
ACK, it incrementscwnd according tocwnd → cwnd +
αs/cwnd whereαs = 1 for the standard TCP algorithm. When
packet loss is detected,cwnd is reduced by a backoff factor
βs: thuscwnd→ βscwnd, whereβs = 0.5 for standard TCP.

Let wi(k) denote the congestion window size of flow
i immediately before thek’th network congestion event is
detected1. We have immediately from the AIMD algorithm
that

wi(k + 1) = βi(k)wi(k) + αiT (k) (1)

whereβi(k) = βs if flow i sees a drop at thekth congestion
event and backs off whileβi(k) = 1 if flow i does not back off.
T (k) is the duration (in seconds) of thekth congestion epoch
andαi denote the effective increase rate of flowi in packets/s;
that is, whileαs determines the rate of increase per round-trip
time, αi is the corresponding effective rate of increase per
second. Observe thatαi is therefore approximately1/RTTi,
whereRTTi is the round-trip time of flowi.

We note the following properties of the standard TCP AIMD
algorithm for long-lived flows in a dumbbell topology

• Fairness.Flows with the same round-trip time have, on
average, the same throughput and congestion window

1A network congestion event occurs when one or more flows experience
packet loss. Note that later in this note we sometimes also use the quantity
Ωi rather thanwi. Ωi and wi are different quantities. Namely,Ωi is the
peak congestion window of flowi immediately beforethat flow backs off –
it is thus similar to the quantity used in Padhye’s fluid model. Whereaswi

is the value of the congestion window of flowi conditioned onany flow in
the network backing off. The latter is a useful quantity whenanalysing the
dynamics of a network and interactions between flows. We havethatwi = Ωi

in the case of synchronised drops

E[wi]. Unfairness generally exists between flows with
different round-trip times. This is illustrated in Figure
2, which plots the ratio of the mean congestion windows
E[wi] as the path propagation delay of one flow is varied.
Also shown in Figure 2 are the values predicted by

E[wi]

E[wj ]
=

αi/(1− E[βi])

αj/(1− E[βj ])
≈

1/λiRTTi

1/λjRTTj

(2)

whereλi is the probability of flowi experiencing a packet
loss when a network congestion event occurs (so, for
example,λi = 1 when drops are synchronised). This
formula is derived in [2], [3]. Also marked by solid
lines in this figure is the ratio predicted whenλi is the
same for both flows. These lines are marked on most
RTT unfairness figures in this note to provide a reference
for comparing plots. Figure 3 shows the corresponding
results obtained for 10 competing flows with a range
of round-trip times as the RTT of flow 1 is varied (the
distribution of flow round-trip times used is similar to that
in [4]). Note that these examples include background web
traffic with a range of connection lengths (the web traffic
generator inNS is described in [5]).
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Fig. 1. Dumbbell topology.

• Convergence Rate.Following startup of a new flow or
other disturbance, the network converges to equilibrium
in approximately 4 congestion epochs. More precisely,
the mean congestion windowswi of the flows converge
to within 95% of their equilibrium values in no more
thanlog(0.05)/log(maxE[βi]) congestion epochs, which
yields 4 epochs whenE[βi] = 0.5 [6], [3]. This is
illustrated in Figure 4 (in this example packets drops
are synchronised but the unsynchronised drop situation
is identical provided we work in terms of the mean peak
congestion window).

• Loss Overhead.Suppose a TCP flow loses on average
nlost packets at a congestion event. For a single flowi,
on average the number of packets,ntotal, sent between
congestion events is1/2(1 + βs)(1 − βs)Ω2

i /αs, where
this expression is obtained by simply counting the number
of packets under the TCP sawtooth andΩi is the value of
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Fig. 2. Variation of time averagewi(k) with propagation delayT1 in
dumbbell topology of Figure 1. Key: +NS simulation result;◦ equation (2);
solid lines correspond to equal drop probability case. (Network parameters:
B=100Mb, qmax=80 packets,T̄=20ms, T0=102ms; approximately 0.5%
bidirectional background web traffic).
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Fig. 3. Fairness between 10 competing TCP flows as RTT of flow 1 is
varied. (NS simulation, dumbbell topology, 155Mb bottleneck link,T̄ 10ms,
10 flows, flow 1 access link delayT1 marked on x-axis, flow 2-10 access
link delaysTi 0,0,2,8,20,44,80,138,200 ms, queue 250 packets, approx. 0.5%
bidirectional web traffic).

flow i’s cwnd immediately before the flow backs off. The
loss overhead (lost packets as a fraction of transmitted
packets) is given bynlost/ntotal. Values for standard TCP
are shown in Table I fornlost = 1. Observe that the loss
overhead is highest for small peak congestion windows,
as might be expected.

• Congestion Epoch Duration.It is also useful to consider
the variation of the congestion epoch duration with peak
congestion windowΩi. We have that the congestion
epoch duration for a flow, measured in round-trip times,
is (1 − βs)Ωi/αs. Thus, the duration in seconds isT =
(1−βs)ΩiRTTi/αs. Values for standard TCP are shown
in Table II. It can be seen that the congestion epoch
duration quickly becomes very long for large congestion
windows, resulting in poor responsiveness of the TCP
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Fig. 4. NS packet-level simulation (αi = 1, βi = 0.5, dumb-bell with
10Mbs bottleneck bandwidth, 100ms propagation delay, 40 packet queue).

Ωi (packets) Loss overhead
10 2.67 × 10−2

100 2.67 × 10−4

1000 2.67 × 10−6

2000 6.67 × 10−7

5000 1.06 × 10−7

10000 2.67 × 10−8

20000 6.67 × 10−9

50000 1.06 × 10−9

TABLE I

LOSS OVERHEAD VS PEAKcwnd.

congestion control algorithm (recall that the convergence
time above is stated in terms of congestion epochs and
thus increases in proportion with the congestion epoch
duration).

Ωi (packets) Congestion epoch duration (seconds)
RTT 10ms RTT 50ms RTT 100ms RTT 250ms

10 0.05 0.25 0.5 1.25
100 0.5 2.5 5 12.5
1000 5 25 50 125
2000 10 50 100 250
5000 25 125 250 625
10000 50 250 500 1250
20000 100 500 1000 2500
50000 250 1250 2500 6250

TABLE II

CONGESTION EPOCH DURATION(IN SECONDS) VS PEAK CONGESTION

WINDOW.

III. H-TCP WITHOUT RTT SCALING

The basic H-TCP proposal[1] modifies the additive increase
algorithm to

cwnd ← cwnd +
fαs(∆)

cwnd
(3)

with

fαs(∆) =

{

1 ∆ ≤ ∆L

f̄αs(∆) ∆ ≥ ∆L (4)

where∆L is a specified threshold such that the standard TCP
update algorithm is used while∆ ≤ ∆L. A quadratic increase
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function f̄αs is suggested in [1], [7], namely

f̄αs(∆) = 1 + 10(∆−∆L) + 0.25(∆−∆L)2 (5)

H-TCP has similar fairness and convergence properties to
the standard TCP algorithm.

• Fairness.Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the RTT unfairness
characteristics of competing H-TCP flows. It can be seen
that the behaviour is very similar to that of standard TCP.
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Fig. 6. Fairness between 10 competing H-TCP flows as RTT of flow1
is varied. (NS simulation, dumbbell topology, 500Mb bottleneck link,̄T
10ms, 10 flows, flow 1 access link delay marked on x-axis, flow 2-10 access
link delays 0,0,2,8,20,44,80,138,200 ms, queue 250 packets, approx. 0.5%
bidirectional web traffic).

• Convergence Rate.The convergence rate of competing
H-TCP flows is illustrated in Figure 7. As with standard
TCP, convergence following a network disturbance takes
approximately 4 congestion epochs.
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Fig. 7. Example of two H-TCP flows illustrating rapid convergence to fairness
- taking approximately 4 congestion epochs which is in agreement with the
rise-time analysis forβi = 0.5 (NS simulation, network parameters: 500Mb
bottleneck link, 100ms delay, queue 500 packets).

The more aggressive increase functionfalpha used in H-
TCP decreases the congestion epoch duration for large con-
gestion windows while increasing the loss overhead. In steady

state we have for flowi that,

(1− βs)Ωi = 1/RTTi

∫ T

0

falphas(∆)d∆ (6)

whereT is the congestion epoch duration. Evaluating this for
the increase function in (5) yields

(1− βs)Ωi = 1/RTTi[T + 5(T − 1)2 + (T − 1)3/12] (7)

Numerically solving this nonlinear equation for the congestion
epoch duration,T , we obtain the values given in Table III. The
impact of the more aggressive increase function in reducing
the congestion epoch duration with large congestion windows
is evident.

Ωi (packets) Congestion epoch duration (seconds)
RTT 10ms RTT 50ms RTT 100ms RTT 250ms

10 0.05 0.25 0.5 1.1
100 0.5 1.4 1.8 2.4
1000 1.8 3.05 4.0 5.7
2000 2.2 4.0 5.2 7.6
5000 3.0 5.7 7.6 11.2
10000 4.0 7.6 10.2 15.1
20000 5.2 10.2 13.7 19.3
50000 7.6 15.1 20.3 29.9

TABLE III

CONGESTION EPOCH DURATION(IN SECONDS) WITH BASIC H-TCP

SCHEME VS PEAK CONGESTION WINDOW.

We can obtain the associated loss overhead by observing
that the number of packetsntotal sent between congestion
event by flowi is

ntotal =

∫ T

0

cwndi(t)/RTTidt (8)

That is, for the basic H-TCP scheme

ntotal = {βsΩiT + intT
0

∫ t

0

falphas(∆)/RTTd∆dt}/RTTi

(9)
Evaluating this for the increase function in (5) yields

ntotal = βsΩiT/RTT+{1/2T 2+5/3(T−1)3+1/48(T−1)4}/RTT 2

i

(10)
Using the values from Table III for the congestion epoch
duration T, we then obtain the loss overhead values1/ntotal

shown in Table IV. Observe that the highest loss overhead is
associated with small peak congestion windows and the worst
case is thus identical to that for standard TCP.

We can assess the friendliness of H-TCP flows when
competing with legacy TCP flows by comparing the effective
increase rate of an HTCP flow with that of a standard TCP
flow. The effective increase rate in packets per round-trip time
is given by(Ωi−βsΩi)/(T/RTTi). For standard TCP this is
approximately 1. Table III details the relationship between the
congestion epoch duration and the peak congestion window
Ωi. Using this relationship, we obtain the effective increase
rates in Table V for H-TCP. The unfairness that occurs
when H-TCP flows compete with legacy TCP flows with the
same round-trip time is roughly proportional to the difference
in increase rates. Figure 11 also shows simulation results
illustrating the dependence of fairness between H-TCP and
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Fig. 5. Fairness between competing H-TCP flows as RTT of second flow is varied. Key: + flow 1,◦ flow 2, solid lines correspond to equal drop probability
case for standard TCP. (NS simulation, dumbbell topology, common network parameters: T̄=20ms,T0=102ms; approximately 0.5% bidirectional background
web traffic).

Ωi Loss overhead
(packets) RTT RTT RTT RTT

10ms 50ms 100ms 250ms
10 2.67 × 10−2 2.67 × 10−2 2.67 × 10−2 3.0 × 10−2

100 2.67 × 10−4 5.1 × 10−4 8.7 × 10−4 1.6 × 10−3

1000 8.7 × 10−6 2.6 × 10−5 4.0 × 10−5 6.8 × 10−5

2000 3.6 × 10−6 9.9 × 10−6 1.5 × 10−5 2.5 × 10−5

5000 1.0 × 10−6 2.7 × 10−6 4.1 × 10−6 6.7 × 10−6

10000 4.0 × 10−7 1.0 × 10−6 1.5 × 10−6 2.5 × 10−6

20000 1.5 × 10−7 3.8 × 10−7 5.6 × 10−7 9.4 × 10−7

50000 4.0 × 10−8 1.0 × 10−7 1.5 × 10−7 2.6 × 10−7

TABLE IV

LOSS OVERHEAD VS PEAK CONGESTION WINDOW FOR BASICH-TCP

SCHEME.

legacy TCP flows on the bandwidth-delay product (it can be
seen that the figures are in good agreement with Table V;
results are not shown for bandwidth-delay product above 1000
because the lengthening congestion epoch duration of standard
TCP means that extremely long time histories are required in
order to collect good statistics).

Comment: Smooth transition to high-speed operation.
The increase function (5) is a continuous function og the time
since last backoff,∆ and so as∆ increases there is no abrupt

Ωi (packets) Effective number of standard TCP flows
RTT 10ms RTT 50ms RTT 100ms RTT 250ms

10 1.0 1.0 1 1.1
100 1.0 1.8 2.8 5.2
1000 2.8 8.2 12.5 21.9
2000 4.5 12.5 19.2 32.9
5000 8.3 21.9 32.9 55.8
10000 12.5 32.9 49.0 82.8
20000 19.2 49.0 73.0 129.5
50000 32.9 82.8 123.1 209.0

TABLE V

EFFECTIVE INCREASE RATE WITH BASICH-TCPSCHEME VS PEAK

CONGESTION WINDOW.

change in the increase rate. This ensures a smooth transition
from low to high- speed operation under network conditions,
see for example Figure 8 which shows time histories of a H-
TCP flow competing with a legacy TCP flow in the transition
regime where the H-TCP flow just enters high-speed mode
towards the end of each congestion epoch.

IV. H-TCP WITH RTT SCALING

In this section we consider the impact of amending the basic
H-TCP scheme to include RTT scaling; that is, changing the
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Fig. 8. Example of an H-TCP flow and a legacy TCP in the transition regime
where the H-TCP flow is just entering high-speed mode. (NS simulation,
network parameters: 5Mb bottleneck link, 100ms delay, queue 44 packets).

congestion window increase function to be

fαs(∆) =

{

1 ∆ ≤ ∆L

max[1, ρf̄αs(∆)] ∆ ≥ ∆L (11)

where the scaling factorρ is given by the round-trip time
normalised by a reference round-trip timeRTT ; that is, for
flow i ρ = RTTi/RTT . We return later to the choice ofRTT .
To guarantee backward compatibility with standard TCP in
low-speed regimes, the increase ratefαs is constrained to
be greater than or equal to one. Furthermore, it is prudent
to restrict the value of the scaling factorρ. For illustrative
purposes, we constrainρ to lie in the interval [0.1,2]; for
RTT = 100ms, this corresponds to limiting RTT scaling to
round-trip times in the range [10ms, 200ms].

The impact on fairness of this RTT scaling modification
is illustrated in Figures 9 and 10. It can be seen that, as
expected, RTT unfairness remains largely unchanged in low-
speed networks (the H-TCP algorithm behaves as standard
TCP in low-speed conditions and hence the RTT unfairness
exhibited by the standard TCP algorithm continues to be
present) but RTT unfairness is greatly reduced in higher-speed
conditions.

We argue that mitigating RTT unfairness is not, however,
necessarily the primary benefit of RTT scaling in high-speed
networks. We observe that RTT scaling yields the following
additional benefits,

• Improved Friendliness.By reducing the aggressiveness of
the H-TCP algorithm on short RTT paths, RTT scaling
improves the friendliness of H-TCP flows when compet-
ing against standard TCP. This is illustrated, for example,
in Figure 11. In more detail, with RTT scaling and
RTT = 100ms we have that the congestion epoch
duration roughly corresponds to the 100ms column in
Table III. It is necessary, however, to take account of
the impact of constraining the RTT scaling factorρ to
the interval [0.1,2] and the effect of constraining the
increase rate to be at least 1 packet per round-trip time for
backward compatibility. The congestion epoch duration,
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Fig. 10. Fairness between 10 competing H-TCP flows as RTT of flow 1
is varied. (NS simulation, dumbbell topology, 500Mb bottleneck link,̄T

10ms, 10 flows, flow 1 access link delay marked on x-axis, flow 2-10 delays
0,0,2,8,20,44,80,138,200 ms, queue 250 packets, approx. 0.5% bidirectional
web traffic).

adjusted for these factors, is shown in Table VI. The
corresponding effective increase rates are shown in Table
VII.
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Fig. 11. Fairness (friendliness) between an H-TCP flow with/without RTT
scaling competing against a standard TCP flow as delay-bandwidth product
is varied. Key: + H-TCP without RTT scaling,◦ competing standard TCP,
× H-TCP with RTT scalingRTT=100ms, � competing standard TCP
flow. (NS simulation, network parameters:̄T=20ms, T0=2ms, T1=2ms,
B ∈ {1, 2, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 400}Mb, qmax=20 packets forB <

10Mb, 50 packets forB < 80Mb, 100 packets forB < 400Mb, 250 packets
for B=400Mb; approximately 0.5% bidirectional backgroundweb traffic).

• Reduced Loss Overhead.Similarly, RTT scaling reduces
the H-TCP loss overhead on paths with short round-trip
times: see Table VIII.

These benefits are obtained at the price of a longer conges-
tion epoch duration on short round-trip time paths when RTT
scaling is used. As discussed earlier, network responsiveness
becomes slower as the congestion epoch duration becomes
longer. However, on short round-trip time paths the congestion
epoch duration is very short when RTT scaling is not used.
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Fig. 9. Fairness between competing H-TCP flows with RTT scaling as RTT of second flow is varied. Key: + flow 1,◦ flow 2, solid lines correspond to equal
drop probability case. (NS simulation, dumbbell topology, common network parameters: T̄=20ms,T0=102ms; approximately 0.5% bidirectional background
web traffic; RTT=100ms).

Ωi (packets) Congestion epoch duration (seconds)
RTT 10ms RTT 50ms RTT 100ms RTT 250ms

10 0.05 0.25 0.5 1.1
100 0.5 1.7 1.8 1.8
1000 3.5 3.9 4.0 4.0
2000 4.9 5.2 5.2 5.2
5000 7.4 7.6 7.6 7.6
10000 10.1 10.2 10.2 10.2
20000 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7
50000 20.3 20.3 20.3 20.3

TABLE VI

CONGESTION EPOCH DURATION(IN SECONDS) WITH H-TCP RTT

SCHEDULING SCHEME VS PEAK CONGESTION WINDOW(RTT =100MS).

An increase in congestion epoch duration can thus potentially
be tolerated without unduly reducing network responsiveness
from a user viewpoint.

The responsiveness is determined by the value of the
reference valueRTT . In more detail, we have that H-TCP
exhibits the same rise time, measured in congestion epochs,as
standard TCP; that is, a 95% rise time of 4 congestion epochs
whenE[βi] = 0.5. We can selectRTT to ensure a specified
bound on the congestion epoch duration and hence meet a
requirement on the actual (measured in seconds rather than
congestion epochs) rise time. The congestion epoch duration

Ωi (packets) Effective number of standard TCP flows
RTT 10ms RTT 50ms RTT 100ms RTT 250ms

10 1.0 1.0 1 1.1
100 1.0 1.5 2.8 6.9
1000 1.4 6.4 12.5 31.2
2000 2.0 9.6 19.2 47.2
5000 3.4 16.4 32.9 82.2
10000 4.9 24.5 49.0 122.5
20000 7.3 36.5 73.0 182.5
50000 12.3 61.6 123.1 307.8

TABLE VII

EFFECTIVE INCREASE RATE WITHH-TCPAND RTT SCALING VS PEAK

CONGESTION WINDOW(RTT =100MS).

versus peak congestion window and round-trip time is shown
in Table III for the basic H-TCP algorithm. With RTT scaling,
the dependence of the congestion epoch duration on round-trip
time is effectively removed and the value ofRTT then selects
the particular column in Table III that applies - in the results
presented in this note a value of 100ms is used forRTT .
With this choice, the congestion epoch duration is less than10
seconds when the congestion window size is less than 10,000
packets; that is, withRTT = 100ms the 95% rise time is less
than 40 s for all congestion window sizes less than 10,000
packets.
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Ωi Loss overhead
(packets) RTT RTT RTT RTT

10ms 50ms 100ms 250ms
10 2.67 × 10−2 2.67 × 10−2 2.67 × 10−2 3.0 × 10−2

100 2.67 × 10−4 4.6 × 10−4 8.7 × 10−4 2.1 × 10−3

1000 4.4 × 10−6 2.0 × 10−5 4.0 × 10−5 9.9 × 10−5

2000 1.6 × 10−6 7.5 × 10−6 1.5 × 10−5 3.7 × 10−5

5000 4.2 × 10−7 2.0 × 10−6 4.1 × 10−6 1.0 × 10−5

10000 1.5 × 10−7 7.6 × 10−7 1.5 × 10−6 3.8 × 10−6

20000 5.6 × 10−8 2.8 × 10−7 5.6 × 10−7 1.4 × 10−6

50000 1.5 × 10−8 7.5 × 10−8 1.5 × 10−7 3.9 × 10−7

TABLE VIII

LOSS OVERHEAD VS PEAK CONGESTION WINDOW FORH-TCPAND RTT

SCALING (RTT =100MS).

V. RTT SCALING & FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

When considering modifications to TCP, it is prudent to try
to assess the impact that proposed changes may have in terms
of opening or closing off avenues of future development. In
this context, we recall that previous work [8] on the application
of RTT scaling in low speed environments concluded that it
is difficult to achieve backward compatibility. In particular,
it is difficult to define a reference valueRTT that avoids
either the scaled flows gaining an unfair bandwidth share when
competing against standard TCP, or vice versa. This result is
not surprising - for round-trip times shorter thanRTT RTT
scaling reduces the AIMD increase parameter to a value below
that of the standard TCP algorithm, while for round-trip times
longer thanRTT RTT scaling increases the AIMD increase
parameter above that of the standard TCP algorithm. Hence,
fair co-existence seems impossible and the AIMD approach
adopted in the standard TCP algorithm, with its associated
RTT unfairness, therefore seems to impose some limit on the
possible options going forward. In the context of high-speed
networks, the requirement for friendliness towards standard
TCP flows is relaxed and it is this that allows us to use RTT
scaling during high-speed operation (RTT unfairness during
low-speed operation remains, of course, similar to that for
standard TCP in order to ensure backward compatibility).

With regard to the future, it therefore appears that roll-
out of an AIMD-based high-speed protocol that continues to
behave unfairly would seem to create a backward compatibility
requirement in the future that would make it difficult for
subsequent modifications to improve fairness. Conversely,it
may be that an opportunity exists to improve the fairness
between competing TCP flows by using, for example, RTT
scaling. The backward compatibility requirement on subse-
quent developments of TCP would then have the virtue of
maintaining fairness.
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